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NOTHING SETS THE MOOD LIKE A LIT FIREPLACE, but 
traditional ones are unfeasible for condos 
where there are no chimneys or gas lines. Find-
ing a stylish alternative set RodRozen Designs 
on a global search and into partnership with 
Safretti bv, a Dutch manufacturer of ultra-
modern bioethanol fireplaces. 
 “They’re not only practical indoors and 
outdoors but add a stunning art element to 
any room or backyard,” says Steven RodRozen, 
ceo of RodRozen Designs, which is Safretti’s 
exclusive Canadian distributor.
 A long-time metalwork company in Haaks-
bergen, Safretti created an outdoor bioethanol 
fireplace for a customer five years ago and then 
another for its showroom. “As soon as people 
saw it, the orders rolled in,” says RodRozen. “You 
just take it out of the box and, depending on the 
model, set it on a surface or hang it on a wall.”
 Realizing its forte is manufacturing, Safretti 
invited top Dutch industrial designers to submit 
design proposals. It selected five designers to cre-
ate distinct lines. The result is such award-winning 
concepts as the Gaya fireplaces. “The black cast 
iron frame or kettle looks like a painting or shelf 
until the flames come to life,” RodRozen says.
 The brushed steel Cubico models are clean-
ly square or rectangular while the Curva line 

softens those corners. The Prometheus em-
ploys convex and concave aluminum to achieve 
a natural roundness that would have pleased 
the Greek deity who gifted people with fire.
 Safretti also recently approached the 
Porsche Design Studio to introduce an exciting 
new line. “The Vertigo is revolutionary with a 
fully automated system that switches the fire-
place on and off and controls the flame size,” 
RodRozen says. “A small gas tank is connected 
out of sight to a patented burning box that’s 
remotely ignited and adjusted.
 The design is superb with a metal frame 
that sits on the floor and naturally rests against 
a wall. When you press the ‘on’ button, a glass 
wall that’s otherwise out of sight hydraulically 
lifts to shield the flames.”
 Along with a large condo market, RodRozen 
is receiving strong interest from householders 
who don’t want to go through the expense of 
building or renovating a traditional flue or 
installing gas lines.
 Traditional fireplaces emit approximately 
20,000 btus. Safretti’s ethanol versions emit 
between 14,000 and 18,000 depending on the 
model size. “Its primary function is to create 
mood but it does a good job of warming a room, 
too,” RodRozen says. “And there’s no soot.”  •

Safretti’s bioethanol fireplaces light up any space indoors and out
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